Admission to OCCHS program does not guarantee placement. Some courses require a pre-requisite or standardized test score. Presence on this list does NOT guarantee course availability for any particular term. Availability based on program funding and course capacity. Maximum 2 courses per semester.
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### Composition
- ENG101: English Composition I
- ENG201: Advanced Composition

### Communications
- CMM103: Fund Speech-Communication
- CMM207: Bus & Prof Communication

### Fine Arts
- ART112: Intro to Visual Art
- MUS142: Music in Society
- MUS210: Intro to Electronic Music (CT)
- THE112: Theatre Appreciation

### Humanities
- CL210: Love/War Ancient World (CT)
- CL230: Greek & Roman Epic
- CL231: Women in Greek & Roman Lit
- CL232: Greek & Roman Drama (CT)
- CL233: Greek & Roman Historians (CT)
- CL234: Greek & Roman Poetry (CT)
- CL236: Murder in Ancient World (CT)
- CL237: Lit in the Time of Nero (CT)
- CMM239: Dev & Appreciation of Film
- DH201: Intro to Digital Humanities
- ENG200: Texting the World (CT)
- ENG203: Appalachian Literature
- ENG205: Popular Literature (CT)
- ENG206: Good Plays
- ENG209: Literature of Fantasy
- ENG211: Science Fiction
- ENG214: Intro to Comics
- ENG221: Postcolonial Literature
- ENG225: Southern Literature
- ENG231: Good Stories
- ENG232: Good Films
- ENG240: African American Literatures
- ENG241: Ethnic Literatures
- ENG242: Women Writers
- ENG263: Intro Digital Literary Studies
- FRN240: French Society & Life
- GER240: German Society & Life
- JPN240: Japanese Culture (CT)
- JPN250: Japanese Anime & Manga (CT)
- PHL201: Intro Phil Modern Period (CT)
- RST205: Religious Trad of West
- RST206: Religious Trad of Asia
- SPN240: Hispanic Culture (CT)

### Math
- MTH121: Concepts and Applications (CT)
- MTH122: Plane Trigonometry
- MTH127: College Algebra-Expanded
- MTH130: College Algebra
- MTH132: Pre-Calculus with Sci Applica
- MTH140: Applied Calculus
- MTH229: Calculus/Analytic Geom I (CT)
- STA225: Introductory Statistics (CT)

### Natural/Physical Science
- BSC104: Introduction to Biology
- BSC228: Human Physiology
- BSC250: Microbiol & Human Disease
- CHM109: Chemistry in the Home
- GEO230: Intro to Meteorology (CT)
- GLY150: Intro Oceanography
- GLY150L: Intro Oceanography Lab
- NRE211: Living Systems

### Social Science
- ANT201: Cultural Anthropology (CT)
- CJ200: Intro to Criminal Justice
- CJ211: Intro to Law Enforcement
- CJ221: Intro to Criminal Courts
- CJ231: Intro to Corrections
- CMM213: Fund Interpersonal Com
- GEO100: Intro to Human Geography (CT)
- GEO203: Economic Geography (CT)
- GEO222: Global Environment Issues (CT)
- HST101: Great Cvs to 1300 (CT)
- HST102: World & West 1300-1850 (CT)
- HST103: The World Since 1850 (CT)
- HST208: The Developing World (CT)
- HST219: Ancient History
- HST230: American History to 1877 (CT)
- HST231: American Hist From 1877 (CT)
- HST250: Women in US History
- HST265: Modern East Asia
- PSC104: Am Natl Govt & Politics (CT)
- PSC105: Fundamentals of Politics (CT)
- PSC202: Am State Govt & Politics
- PSC209: Fund Internatl Relations (CT)
- PSC211: Scope & Meth Poli Sci
- PSY201: General Psychology (CT)
- PSY223: Elem Behavioral Stat
- SOC200: Introductory Sociology (CT)
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